
 

 

No. 20-6055 
 

UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS  
FOR THE TENTH CIRCUIT 

SOUTH WIND WOMEN’S CENTER LLC, D/B/A/ TRUST WOMEN OKLAHOMA CITY, on 
behalf of itself, its physicians and staff, and its patients, et al., 

 
Plaintiffs-Appellees,  

v.  
J. KEVIN STITT, in his official capacity as Governor of Oklahoma, et al., 

 
 Defendants-Appellants. 

On appeal from the United States District Court 
for the Western District of Oklahoma 

The Hon. Charles Goodwin 
No. 5:20-CV-277-G 

 

REPLY IN SUPPORT OF APPELLANTS’ ***EMERGENCY*** MOTION TO STAY  
 

 
 

Like the court below, Plaintiffs ignore key arguments, evidence, and the Supreme 

Court’s guidance for how to handle competing evidence during an emergency 

pandemic. Under Jacobson v. Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 197 U.S. 11, 27 (1905), a court 

cannot micromanage a State’s non-discriminatory pandemic response on policy 

grounds, and it has zero license to ignore the State’s evidentiary submissions. The 

injunction should be stayed.   
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I. Plaintiffs misconstrue Jacobson, just like the court below. 

The district court misapplied Jacobson, and Plaintiffs urge the same errors here. 

First, Plaintiffs and the district court omit the critical part of the legal standard: a State’s 

emergency epidemic action can only be invalidated if it is “beyond all question” a 

plain invasion of fundamental rights. Compare Stay Mot.13, with Opp.18. Both the Fifth 

and Eighth Circuits emphasized this high bar and the “clear abuse of discretion” when 

it is not applied. In re Rutledge, No. 20-1791, 2020 WL 1933122, at *7 (8th Cir. Apr. 22, 

2020); In re Abbott, No. 20-50296, 2020 WL 1911216, at *14 (5th Cir. Apr. 20, 2020).  

Second, Plaintiffs eschew Jacobson’s evidentiary approach, which requires deference 

to the “governing state authorities” in an epidemic whenever evidence is reasonably 

disputed. Abbott, 2020 WL 1911216 at *12 (citing Jacobson, 197 U.S. at 30); see also In re 

Abbott, 954 F.3d 772, 792 (5th Cir. 2020) (courts should not decide “which one of two 

modes [i]s likely to be the most effective for the protection of the public against disease” 

(citing Jacobson, 197 U.S. at 30)). The district court did not cite or heed this critical 

standard; rather, it found Defendants’ actions unreasonable without addressing their 

evidence. Stay Mot.9, 15-16. This is legal error. See Abbott, 2020 WL 1911216 at *12.  

Third, Plaintiffs cite the test for public health regulations during normal times 

under cases like Anaya. Opp. 18-19. Defendants agree that the district court applied an 

Anaya-like test—but it should have applied the Jacobson test for emergency regulations. 

Appellees’ argument only confirms that the district court applied the wrong legal test. 
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Fourth, Plaintiffs insist that Jacobson does not mandate a “cumulative” benefits 

analysis and that the district court was not “required to consider” the impact of 

undermining the entire EO by carving out exceptions. Opp.21, 26. Even a cursory 

review of Jacobson reveals this is false. See, e.g., Jacobson, 197 U.S. at 37-38; see also Rutledge, 

2020 WL 1933122 at *6 (“[W]e do not read Jacobson to require that courts take a 

piecemeal approach and scrutinize individual surgical procedures.”).  

Plaintiffs attempt to distinguish Jacobson by claiming that Jacobson shared a 

fundamental right with his entire community, whereas here only a “small subset” of 

persons are losing fundamental rights. Opp.21-22. But Jacobson’s right was the same 

basic right here—both for Plaintiffs and for others whose surgeries and procedures are 

being delayed: the fundamental privacy-based right “to care for his own body and health 

in such way as to him seems best.” Jacobson, 197 U.S. at 26; see also Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 

113, 154 (1973) (“right of personal privacy includes the abortion decision”). Plaintiffs’ 

astonishing view is that there is no fundamental right to other postponed medical care, 

like cancer or fertility treatments. Stay Mot.5. But as the Supreme Court held, the law 

should not “elevate” abortionists “above other physicians in the medical community.” 

Gonzales, 550 U.S. at 163. 
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In sum, the district court committed plain legal errors under Jacobson. When faced 

with similar errors, the Fifth and Eighth Circuits granted mandamus. Here, the bar is 

much lower, and the injunction should be stayed.1 

II. Defendants have plainly demonstrated irreparable harm. 

Plaintiffs disavow any harm to Defendants by distorting this Court’s prior order. 

Opp.14-15. In dismissing Defendants’ TRO appeal, this Court noted that “immediate 

review is not the only means of effectively challenging the district court’s action here” 

because the district court would “promptly rule on the request for a preliminary 

injunction.” No. 20-6045, slip op. at 7. Plaintiffs now ask this Court to take that prior 

conclusion—that the state did not face the same irreparable harm as, say, a person 

facing an imminent death penalty, id.—and to convert that into a finding of no 

irreparable injury at all. Opp.14-15. Nothing warrants such a radical reading. Rather, the 

state’s current appeal complies with the order, presenting the issues on appeal from the 

PI.  

Plaintiffs otherwise fail to meaningfully respond to Defendants’ demonstration 

of harm. They failed, for instance, to rebut the fact that elective medical procedures 

cumulatively put a harmful short-term strain on our healthcare system when most 

                                                           

1 The Eleventh Circuit said nothing to the contrary in its recent ruling. There, Alabama 
“concede[d] that the substance of the district court’s preliminary injunction is consistent 
with its own (and latest) interpretation of the April 3 order.” Robinson v. Harris, No. 20-
11401, slip op. at 9 (11th Cir. Apr. 23, 2020). Defendants have not so conceded. 
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vulnerable. Stay Mot.4. Plaintiffs claim that “irreparable injury to the State is 

inconceivable,” Opp.2, but several prominent and front-line Oklahoma physicians 

testified that carving out any exceptions to this categorical EO—including abortion—

would be unwise and dangerous. See infra 6-7. Both the Fifth and the Eighth Circuits 

found irreparable harm in similar situations. See Rutledge, 2020 WL 1933122 at *3 (harm 

to State “could not be put back in the bottle”); Abbott, 954 F.3d at 795 (“[E]ven a minor 

delay in fully implementing the state’s emergency measures could have major 

ramifications … It is hard to imagine a more urgent situation.”). 

Plaintiffs also claim a lack of harm because of comments by Oklahoma officials 

about the improving resource situation and their easing some restrictions earlier than 

planned. Opp.3, 7-8. But as Dr. Blankenship testified, the resource situation has 

improved because of the challenged EO. Att.Q, Ex.1 ¶6. The idea behind the EO works, 

so it will work even better if Plaintiffs comply. Dr. Blankenship also testified that there is 

still a significant PPE shortage, and that state officials’ comments like those cited by 

Plaintiffs should not be taken out of context (as Plaintiffs have done). Id.; see also Att.Q 

6-7. And Plaintiffs do not contest that the situation has worsened since the PI issued. 

Stay Mot.17. Thus, evidence shows that Plaintiffs’ non-compliance over the next week 

will irreparably harm efforts to combat the coronavirus.   

III. Plaintiffs fail to rehabilitate the court’s one-sided ruling. 

Plaintiffs claim that the “[t]he careful analysis of the district court speaks for 

itself.” Opp.25. But the court made no analysis whatsoever—much less a careful one—
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of Defendants’ witnesses. Mot.9, 15-16; Abbott, 2020 WL 1911216, at *14 (granting 

mandamus for order that does not “discuss a single declaration submitted by Petitioners 

explaining the benefits of GA-09”).2 The court did not mention Dr. Christy Mareshie, 

an emergency medicine specialist and University of Oklahoma professor, who testified 

there was “no reasonable basis” to exclude abortion from the EO, that it was 

“nonsensical to carve out an exemption for abortion” and not other procedures that 

“arguably cause even greater inconvenience to patients when they are postponed,” and 

that “[o]nce exceptions are made as to certain medical procedures, it would undermine 

and perhaps defeat the purpose.” Att.D, Ex.2, ¶¶1-3, 7-8.  

Nor did the court mention Dr. Jeremy Haney, President of the Oklahoma 

Society of Anesthesiologists, whose practice includes OB surgery and labor and 

delivery. He testified that “[h]ospitals and surgery centers have postponed a number of 

important medical procedures and surgeries,” and that “Governor Stitt’s order should 

apply to everyone and every elective procedure.” Att.D. Ex.3, ¶¶1-3, 10-12.    

The court also ignored Dr. Rita Sanders, a long-time Oklahoma OBGYN, 

board-certified by ACOG, who testified that during a pandemic abortion “should 

                                                           

2 The court cited two of Defendants’ witnesses in passing, sans analysis, in string 
citations that conflict with those witnesses’ underlying testimony. Att.U at 18 (citing Dr. 
Blankenship’s testimony about a PPE shortage to support insinuation that Oklahoma has 
no shortage); Att.U at 13 (citing Dr. Harrison for proposition serious complication rate 
is “quite low” despite her testimony explicitly stating that “complications are common,” 
Att.D, Ex.7 ¶¶24-26)). 
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require the extensive use of” PPE, that prenatal care does not use as much PPE as 

abortion right now. Att.D, Ex.8, ¶¶1-9.   

Dr. Dennis Blankenship is an academic affairs dean at the OSU College of 

Osteopathic Medicine, an emergency room physician, and a COVID-19 analyst.  The 

court ignored Dr. Blankenship’s testimony that “[t]he plan to suspend elective surgery 

should be universal and include all elective procedures including elective abortion,” that 

“[e]xceptions to this rule could prove dangerous to our health care system,” and that 

“[t]he impact of this delay could be that many of these cases become emergent in nature 

and have a poorer outcome later than if performed electively now,” but that such a risk 

was “necessary.” Att.I, Ex.1, ¶¶1-4, 10-11. 

The court also ignored, among others, Defendants’ infectious disease expert, Dr. 

Robert Marier, who has been cited favorably by the Fifth Circuit, Abbott, 2020 WL 

1911216, at *11, and Dr. Michael Valley, a long-time Minnesota OBGYN who 

formerly taught at the University of Oklahoma, Att.D, Ex.4 & Att.Q, Ex.2.     

As the Fifth Circuit held, the lower court must carefully parse the evidence 

presented by the State. See Abbott, 2020 WL 1911216, at *8 (“It did not explain why, to 

take a conspicuous example, it disregarded the declaration of the state’s infectious 

disease expert [Dr. Marier].”). Plaintiffs fall back on the claim that it doesn’t matter 

what the district court did so long as “plausible” evidence supports its decision. Opp.23-

25. But again, that is not Jacobson’s standard. See Abbott, 2020 WL 1911216, at *13 n.24 

(“Certain classes of cases … require district courts to address contrary evidence.”). Not 
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only was the fact-finding clearly erroneous, but enjoining the State’s emergency 

response merely because “plausible” evidence “could” support that conclusion—

without addressing the State’s countervailing evidence—is legal error.     

IV. By ignoring Defendants’ evidence, the district court abused its discretion 
and committed several clear errors.  

Plaintiffs claim that “[t]he evidence presented to the District Court demonstrated 

that the Executive Order and the Press Release” do not advance Defendants’ stated 

interests. Opp.10. They reach this fantastical conclusion with the same method the 

district court utilized: ignore Defendants’ evidence entirely on the compelling state 

interests in postponement. Stay Mot.7. To the extent that Plaintiffs dispute this 

evidence, Jacobson orders deference to the State’s evidence. The district court did the 

exact opposite, deferring to Plaintiffs. 

On surgical abortions, Plaintiffs do little to defend the district court, merely 

repeating the error that because the state is allowing some elective surgeries to go forward 

early based on significant risk of delay, it must allow abortion too despite the undisputed 

evidence that the risks caused by delayed abortion are low. Compare Opp.24-25 with Stay 

Mot.16-17. Any conclusion that it is not “reasonable” for the State to allow certain 

surgeries early but not abortion requires comparing abortion with those other surgeries 

to determine if they are similarly situated. They are not, and neither the district court 

nor Plaintiffs point to any contrary evidence.     
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On medication abortions, Plaintiffs defend the court’s exclusive reliance on 

Plaintiffs’ OBGYN to find that ongoing pregnancy will use “similar” PPE to 

medication abortion, Att.U at 14, 19, arguing that Defendants “presented no evidence 

of Oklahoma prenatal care practices.” Opp.24. But if this is the reason the court ignored 

Defendants’ two OBGYNs—reasoning not in the decision—then the court committed 

clear error. Dr. Sanders is licensed in Oklahoma, a member of the Oklahoma 

Osteopathic Association, and ran her own private OBGYN practice in Oklahoma for 

decades, until recently. Att.D, Ex.8, ¶¶1-4. She also lives in Oklahoma. Id. at 3 (affidavit 

signed in Tulsa). With that background, she testified that abortion should not be carved 

out from the EO in part because “[p]regnancy services can and are being postponed 

and many are being offered through telemedicine unless the patient is very high risk,” 

which means the PPE use is lower. Id. ¶6. The fact that she currently commutes to 

nearby Arkansas cannot possibly mean she is incompetent to testify about Oklahoma, 

given her decades of experience and ongoing licensure and affiliations in the State.  

The district court’s finding on this point has also been firmly rejected by the Fifth 

and Eighth Circuits as an improper policy judgment. See, e.g., Abbott, 2020 WL 1911216, 

at *12 (determining impact of prenatal care relative to abortion “is not a policy choice 

federal judges are permitted to make during a public health crisis, if ever.”).  Moreover, 

the district court’s conclusion does not hold up to scrutiny. The EO’s postponement 

was set to expire 10 days after the district court’s PI, and there is no evidence that in-

person prenatal visits cannot be postponed by 10 days. Rather, Plaintiffs’ and 
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Defendants’ witnesses agreed prenatal services can be postponed or conducted through 

telehealth. Att. D, Ex. 4, ¶ 8; id. Ex. 8, ¶ 6; Att. K, Ex. 1, ¶36; id. Ex. 4, ¶23. Medication 

abortion is available until only 11 weeks LMP, but Plaintiffs’ witnesses admit that the 

first prenatal visit can be postponed to 12 or 13 weeks LMP, with the next visit not until 

20-22 weeks LMP. Att. K, Ex. 1, ¶46; id. Ex. 4, ¶23. So essentially all women seeking 

medication abortions before April 30, according to Plaintiffs’ own evidence, will not 

need prenatal care before that date. 

Rather than rehabilitate the district court, Plaintiffs manage to point out more 

errors. Most significantly, they cite the court’s critical holding that interpersonal contact 

in medication abortion “is not dissimilar from the close personal contact the State has 

allowed in other contexts.” Opp.13-14 (citing Att.U at 20). But the district court cited 

nothing for this proposition. A key finding of fact must be based on something in the 

record, or else it is clearly erroneous. See Abbott, 2020 WL 1911216, at *14. Plaintiffs 

can only muster a conclusory statement from one of their non-physician CEOs that 

analogizes bloodwork, ultrasound, and a physical exam to a visit to a sporting goods 

store. See Att.K, Ex. 2, ¶11. This is farcical. No competent evidence supports finding 

that sporting goods stores require close contact equivalent to medical procedures. The 
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court clearly erred in this finding of fact, and it was a fact critical to its medication 

abortion injunction.3 

Plaintiffs also claim the “State made no attempt to prove that abortion services 

consume the types of PPE that were in short supply.” Opp.10. This is false. Dr. 

Mareshie testified that her Tulsa-based emergency department is short on “masks, 

gloves, gowns.” Att.D., Ex.2, ¶4. Dr. Haney testified that “[e]ven disinfectant/bleach 

wipes are in short supply.” Id. Ex.3, ¶8. Dr. Blankenship testified that “visors and face 

shields” were needed. Att.I, Ex.1, ¶7. Moreover, Dr. Sanders and Dr. Haney testified 

that during the pandemic “full PPE absolutely should be worn” for “all elective 

surgeries,” including “an N95 mask, eye shield, gown, and gloves.” Att.D, Ex.3, ¶7 & 

Ex.8, ¶5. And Plaintiffs admitted that they used gloves, shoe covers, protective eyewear, 

face shields, surgical masks, and gowns for abortion. Opp.10-11.  

Finally, like the district court, Plaintiffs ignore that medication abortion comes 

with at least some risk of complications. Stay Mot.7, 18-19. Almost all elective procedures 

are “reasonably safe,” Opp.11-12, so that fact does not justify carving out special 

exemptions for abortion nor undermine the State’s interest in preserving healthcare 

resources from the risk of complications. For all these clear errors, the decision below 

should be stayed.                 

                                                           

3 Plaintiffs also point to actions by the Governor after the PI, Opp.13 (regarding 
“personal care services”), but that post-hoc development could not possibly have formed 
the basis of the lower court’s order. 
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Respectfully Submitted, 

  s/ Zach West 
 MITHUN MANSINGHANI 

Solicitor General 
BRYAN CLEVELAND 
ZACH WEST 

Assistant Solicitors General 
OFFICE OF ATTORNEY GENERAL 
STATE OF OKLAHOMA 
313 N.E. 21st Street 
Oklahoma City, OK 73105 
Phone:  (405) 521-3921 
mithun.mansinghani@oag.ok.gov 
bryan.cleveland@oag.ok.gov 
zach.west@oag.ok.gov 
Counsel for Defendants 
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